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Universal Ceiling Mounts Install  

 

NOTE:  Many newer models have B-pillar handles and even overhead on the ceiling that can be used for some of the top 
mounting locations.  Check to see if you prefer to use these factory locations as the nets typically have enough 
adjustment to allow for this option.  If your vehicle does not have handles in desired locations or you prefer to install 
mounting points for better fitment, please follow the below steps. 
 

 

IMPORTANT:  READ INSTRUCTIONS FULLY BEFORE STARTING 
 

 
 

 
Time: About 30 minutes 
Skill Level: 3 of 5 
Hardware: pictured to the right 
Tools: (may vary by vehicle)   

1. Drill 
2. Small drill bit or unibit for pilot hole 
3. ½” drill bit 
4. Phillips screwdriver 
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Step 1:  Most important. Check for clearance, washer lines or wiring before drilling! Most vehicles one can 

pull down the side of the trim with snaps or by removing/loosening existing panels. Make sure you have 
exterior roof or body panel clearance before proceeding.  Here is an example of what you may see in many 

vehicles. 

 
 

Step 2:  Once you have verified the above; drill a pilot hole being very careful not to go too far into the 
inner metal structure and working up to the 1/2 size opening. 
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Step 3:  Feed the toggle bolt up through the plastic trim/headliner and into the metal structure as shown. You 
will have to rotate the metal piece with threads until it can lay flat inside the structure and lock into position by 

adjusting the nylon rods. 

 
 

Step 4:  Push the flat surface trim while holding the nylon rods evenly until the surface trim is flush to the 
mounting exterior surface.  Be careful not to apply uneven pressure and to prematurely snap off the nylon rods. 
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Step 5:  Snap off the excess nylon rods by pushing to the side of each and discard. 

 
 

Step 6:  Thread washer, square ring and then bolt into installed toggle mount and carefully tension to get even, 
flush and secure mount again paying attention that clearance to exterior panels remains intact. Recheck or 

change bolt length if any clearance issues exist.  (Shown with optional exterior washer not normally required 
unless changing to a smaller than supplied bolt head.) 

 
 

Step 7:  Repeat as needed and check steadfastness periodically. You should be ready to install and use your 
mounts as desired considering caution with items being secured on or off-road. 

 

 

 
 

Enjoy!  
Thank you for purchasing Raingler Nets  

If you have any questions please contact us, we are here to 
help!  Tech@RAINGLER.COM  or 866-905-7625 
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